Oxytocin: Envy or Engagement in Others?

To the Editor:

Shamay-Tsoory et al. (1) reported that intranasal oxytocin administration to healthy participants increased ratings of negative interpersonal emotions. In their double-blind, placebo-controlled, within-subject study, 56 participants played a game of chance with another (fake) participant who either won more money (relative gain; envy manipulation), lost more money (relative loss; gloating manipulation), or won/lost equal amounts of money (equal gain). In comparison with the placebo, oxytocin increased the envy ratings in the relative loss condition and increased ratings of gloating during relative gain conditions. The results seem to suggest that oxytocin facilitates negative social emotions, such as envy and gloating, and thus contrast with the prevailing belief that the oxytocinergic system is specifically involved in positive prosocial behaviors. However, although the results of Shamay-Tsoory et al. are interesting and provocative, a closer look at their results suggests an alternative interpretation. And even though the alternative interpretation is more in line with prevailing beliefs about oxytocin function, it would nevertheless be very relevant and consequential to studies of oxytocin, empathy, and game playing and informative about mechanisms of psychopathological disorders.

Table 1 in the Shamay-Tsoory et al. article shows that one of the envy-related emotion items was much more affected by oxytocin administration than all other items: “Would like to be in the other player's shoes?” From placebo equal gain to the condition of presumably largest effect, oxytocin relative loss, the increase is 1.12 points on a 6-point scale, which is twice the largest increase of all other items. Interestingly, this item already appears to be affected by oxytocin administration in the equal gain condition; its increase of .28 is one of the largest oxytocin-induced increases in the table, explaining more than half of the oxytocin-induced increase of this item in the relative loss condition (.52). Oxytocin even increases scores of this item .25 in the relative gain condition, a condition in which no feelings of envy would be expected. In fact, Shamay-Tsoory et al. report that oxytocin increased the average envy-related emotions score in the relative gain condition (p = .051). As the “other’s shoes” item contributed most to this oxytocin-related increase, this suggests that the increases in this item are significant in all conditions.

This is a very interesting result! It suggests that oxytocin increases willingness to be in the other player’s shoes irrespective of condition, i.e., it may increase a form of empathy. Previous studies found that intranasal oxytocin administration only affects behavior when the participant thinks he is playing against a human but not when he thinks he is playing against a computer (2). Hence, oxytocin may increase the willingness to absorb in a socially interactive game, including taking the perspective of others. This is in line with previous results that suggest that oxytocin stimulates and is associated with social attachment, involvement, concern, and empathy (3,4). This may result in slightly increased scores of envy, but only when compared with a more detached placebo condition in which the participant does not emotionally engage with the anonymous and invisible opponent.

So, it appears that the results can be explained by oxytocin-induced increases in social engagement and perspective taking, without indications that oxytocin increases negative social emotions independently of this increased social engagement. Indeed, oxytocin seemed to increase emotion ratings in general, irrespective of the condition. For the gloating-related emotions, for instance, the interaction between treatment and condition was not significant (p = .615), suggesting oxytocin increased the emotions in all conditions. The increase in scores of the envious item in the relative loss condition is only .16 larger compared with the relative gain condition (in which no envy is expected), a difference (interaction) that is probably not significant. Moreover, the small extra oxytocin-induced increases in the items envious and other’s shoes in the relative loss condition can be explained by the relative absence of any interpersonal emotions in the participants in the placebo condition, who are detached from the opponent.

Even though this alternative interpretation is more in line with prevailing beliefs about oxytocin function, it nevertheless is very relevant to studies of oxytocin and empathy. It is exciting that oxytocin administration may increase social engagement and perspective taking and this result certainly deserves replication. Support for this function of oxytocin was recently reported in a study of 145 healthy participants in which increases in plasma oxytocin induced by an emotionally moving video were associated with increased feelings of empathy, higher dispositional empathic concern, and decreased feelings of distress (3). These associations were significant in women but not in men. In the Shamay-Tsoory et al. study, the average envious-related emotion score displayed a three-way interaction between treatment, condition, and gender (p = .067) that approached significance, leaving the possibility of significant gender differences regarding the other's shoes empathy item.

Interestingly, the first study of the neuromodulation by intranasal oxytocin in women (5), quite contrary to previous results in men, found increased activation by both positive and negative emotional facial expressions in areas including the superior temporal gyrus (STG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), insula, and amygdala. These areas have been implicated in the processing of facial expressions and eye gaze and contain so-called “mirror-neurons” believed to process the emotional state of others (6). Indeed, women have been found to activate the IFG and STG more strongly than men in an empathy task involving emotional expressions (7) and in response to disgusting stimuli (8). This may underlie sensitivity to social emotions in women and increased prevalence of psychiatric disorders such as anxiety disorders, atypical depression, eating disorders, and the cleaning variant of obsessive-compulsive disorder. Increased prevalence of these disorders in premenopausal women and preliminary results showing associations between plasma oxytocin and sensitive parenting (9) suggest that oxytocin-facilitated emotional empathy may be an adaptation to facilitate child care in women.

Taken together, the alternative interpretation of the results of Shamay-Tsoory et al. seems a better fit to both the results themselves and other recent findings. They suggest that oxytocin may facilitate emotional empathy and may be involved in increased susceptibility of women to certain psychiatric disorders. In contrast, autistic spectrum disorders and psychopathy are characterized by decreased emotional empathy and decreased IFG/insula and STS activation by social stimuli and may benefit from oxytocinergic augmentation (10).
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